
Project summary:

Minnesota’s Department of Human Services (MN DHS) aimed to identify 
methods to enhance equitable access to Childcare Stabilization Base Grants 
(CCSBG) among child care providers in the state. Proactive outreach such as 
one-way texts and emails can improve take-up of benefits by simplifying 
information, and providing reminders and planning prompts. This type of 
informational outreach may be less effective than direct interactions that can 
be tailored to the individual for beneficiaries who are unfamiliar with a program 
or hold misconceptions about how the program works. People may also miss 
outreach messages if they are delivered through just one mode of contact (e.g., 
by email, call, or text message).

Evaluation and intervention summary:

Likely eligible child care providers who had missed at least one award in the 
prior six months were randomized to one of three communication bundles:

● Business as usual: The standard set of monthly CCSBG emails sent by 
MN DHS;

● Text: A set of revised monthly emails and reminder text messages, or;

● Call: The set of revised emails and texts plus a semi-scripted phone call 
from a DHS staff member.

What did we learn?

Outreach by text increased awards of Minnesota’s Child Care Stabilization Base 
Grants (CCSBG) by 3.8 percentage points, while combining calls with text 
outreach increased awards by 5.2 percentage points. Among child care 
providers with no prior awards, outreach that included calls increased awards 
by 12.4 percentage points — an effect five times larger than outreach by text 
alone. In contrast, among child care providers previously awarded grants, 
outreach by text alone increased awards by 5.3 percentage points.

The project page for this impact evaluation can be accessed on our website.
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Insights incorporated:
In this document, we share
more details on each of the 
interventions as well as capture 
the behavioral and social science 
insights incorporated with the 
hopes that agencies can continue 
learning from previous efforts.

https://oes.gsa.gov/projects/2209B-increasing-access-to-childcare-grants/


Insights from the Behavioral and 
Social Sciences

Application assistance: Providing assistance can help an individual overcome inertia.1

Benefit > costs: Highlighting the benefits of taking action and the low hassle costs can encourage an 
individual to take action.2, 3

Certainty: Emphasizing the certainty of benefits from taking an action can encourage an individual to 
take action.4

Communication channel: Sending messages through multiple channels so that they are more likely
to be seen.5

Effective formatting: Bolding important information and using formatting to direct attention to
key takeaways.6

Human touchpoint: Personalizing support has been shown to improve follow through and
task completion.7

Implementation prompt: Including a prompt promotes follow through.8

Proactive outreach: Calling providers directly removes potential barriers to action/help-seeking.9

Reminders: Sending messages cat the right time can catch attention.10

Simplification: Simplifying and shortening messages can reduce cognitive load and help
facilitate action.11

Trusted messenger: Sending information from a familiar party so it’s perceived as more reliable.12
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Below we define the insights incorporated into the interventions designed for this impact evaluation. 
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Likely eligible child care providers who had missed at least one award 

Business-as-usual Intervention

Texts Calls

Application open email

Modified application open email

Reminder text

Application opens

1-2 days later

Business-as-usual 
reminder email #1

Modified reminder email #1

Application closes Modified reminder email #2

   Phone call

Business-as-usual 
reminder reminder 

email #2

Non-appliers only

Non-appliers only

Intervention overview

5-6 days later

One phone call at
any point between 
February and June
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Insights applied to the modified email:

Effective
formatting

Bolding important information 
and formatting text

using a bulleted list directs 
attention to key takeaways.

Adding a button directs 
attention to the desired action

Certainty
Emphasizing the certainty 

of benefits (i.e. that all 
eligible providers who apply 

receive funding) increases 
willingness to apply

Implementation 
prompt

Informing providers 
which documents to 

have on hand promotes 
follow through during 

the application process
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 [Month], [XX], 2023

Ways to use the funds: In addition to the 70% of funds that must be used to 
increase compensation and benefits, providers have used these funds to:

● Pay operating costs (i.e., utilities, rent or mortgage payments, facility 
improvements)

● Offer professional development and training
● Provide mental health supports for children or child care workers

How to apply: You can apply by clicking the button above and confirming your 
information. Providers save time by having these documents on hand:

● Last month’s employee timesheets pay stubs 
● Completed W-9 form
● Federal Employer Identification Number Document

We are happy to help!
If you have any questions or need assistance please refer to the Base Grant 
Frequently Asked Questions web page or contact our partners Child Care Aware at 
651-290-9704.  

Need assistance in a language other than English? 
[Insert standard language here]

Funding Available! Apply for April Child Care Stabilization Base 
Grants

Minnesota’s Child Care Stabilization Base Grant (CCSBG) 
gives most providers $400 or more each month to increase 
compensation and benefits.

Apply to confirm [Name]’s CCSBG eligibility for April by 4pm on April 
24, 2023!

The CCSBG is a non-competitive grant, which means ALL eligible providers will 
receive funding, and funds do not have to be repaid.
 
You can receive these funds by applying every month through June 2023. Most 
providers who received this funding said the application took them 15 minutes or 
less. Nearly all recipients received their funding within 4 weeks.

 April 20, 2023

Implementation 
prompt
Informing providers 
which documents to 
have on hand promotes 
follow-through during 
the application process

Effective formatting
Bolding important 
information directs 
attention to key 
takeaways

Effective formatting
Adding a button
directs attention to the 
desired action

Effective formatting
Listing key points in a 
bulleted list makes them 
easier to understand
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Certainty
Emphasizing the 
certainty of benefits

Intervention: Modified application open email
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https://mn.gov/dhs/partners-and-providers/grants-rfps/child-care-stabilization/base-grants-faq/
https://mn.gov/dhs/partners-and-providers/grants-rfps/child-care-stabilization/base-grants-faq/


Insights applied to sending text messages:

Reminders
Messages can

catch attention at
the right time

Simplification
Short, simple messages 

can reduce cognitive 
load and help facilitate 

action

Communication 
channel

Messages sent through 
multiple channels are more 

likely to be seen

Trusted messenger
Information is perceived as 

more reliable when it comes 
from a familiar caller

Benefits > costs
Highlighting the benefits of 

applying (award amount) 
and low hassle costs (short 

application time) can 
encourage action
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Insights applied to text message content:

Intervention: Text message content
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Intervention: Sending text messages
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Intervention: Text message content

Intervention: Sending text messages
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Intervention: Text message content
A collaboration with the Department of Health and Human Services | 2024

Reminders
Messages can catch 
attention at the right 
time

Simplification
Short, simple messages 
can reduce cognitive 
efforts and help facilitate 
action

Communication 
channel
Messages sent through 
multiple channels are 
more likely to be seen

Trusted messenger
Invoking a trustworthy 
messenger can increase 
the effectiveness of 
messages

Benefits > costs
Highlighting the benefits 
of applying (award 
amount) and low hassle 
costs (short application 
time) can encourage 
action

MN DHS:: 

providers receive $250 or more aL 
month. Apply in just 15 minutes !

Most



Human touchpoint
Access to personalized

support has been shown to 
improve follow through and task 

completion

Proactive outreach
Calling providers 
directly removes 

potential barriers to 
action/help-seeking

Application assistance
Messages sent through 

multiple channels are more 
likely to be seen

Trusted messenger
Information is perceived as 

more reliable when it comes 
from a familiar caller

Reminders
Messages can

catch attention at
the right time
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Insights applied to making phone calls:

Intervention: Phone calls
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The call script was implemented using an online form that provided dynamic talking points and captured
call data.

● The DHS staff caller was prompted through call dialogue with a responsive online form

● The form collected information reported by the caller including call length, topics flagged, whether the
call was taken, etc.

Example dialogue tree: Phone call answered

Example dialogue tree: Phone call not answered

Call placed

Provider reached Answering machine Wrong number

You say: “Hi this is [Caller] from [Organization] calling on behalf of the 
Minnesota Department of Human Services. I am looking to speak with X or 
the current director of X about Minnesota’s Child Care Stabilization Base 
Grant. 

Is X (or a relevant staff member) available to discuss the Base Grant 
program?”

Call placed

Provider reached Answering machine Wrong number

You say: “Hi X, this is [Caller] from [Organization] calling to remind you 
about Minnesota’s Child Care Stabilization Base Grant program. Starting in 
April 2023, the Base Grant program will give most eligible child care 
programs $250 or more a month per Minnesota State Statute …”

Intervention: Phone calls
A collaboration with the Department of Health and Human Services | 2024

Human touchpoint
Access to personalized 
support has been shown 
to improve follow 
through and task 
completion

Proactive outreach
Calling providers 
directly removes 
potential barriers to 
action/help-seeking

Trusted messenger
Invoking a trustworthy 
messenger can increase 
the effectiveness of 
messages

Reminder
Messages can
catch attention at
the right time
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Screenshot depicting call script interface DHS staff caller used to deliver talking points. The staff caller could 
select from several topics based on providers’ questions/concerns during the call.

Application 
assistance
Providing help with the 
application process can 
help overcome inertia

Intervention: Phone calls
A collaboration with the Department of Health and Human Services | 2024
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Screenshot depicting call script interface DHS staff caller used to deliver talking points. When the staff caller 
selected a topic from the menu, the call script displayed specific talking points for the selected topic.

Intervention: Phone calls
A collaboration with the Department of Health and Human Services | 2024



Appendix

Business as usual: Application open email [also sent to 
intervention group]:

 April 24 2023.i 
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Business as usual: Reminder email #1
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Business as usual: Reminder email #2

April 24, 2023
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April 2023

April 20, 2023

 $400

Intervention: Reminder email #1
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Intervention: Reminder email #2

Last Day to Apply for Funding! 2023 Child Care 
Stabilization Base Grant

April 24, 2023

$400
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